
Painting is a constantly changing art form. Artists' perceptions of scenarios

and how they express them on paint are evolving. Color combinations are

becoming more complicated, and the way ideas are depicted on the canvas

is becoming more intricate. It might be tough for a beginner to adjust to

the various procedures and styles utilised by painters when creating

paintings. Here are some of the most popular painting styles in 2022.

Modernism: Even though many have attempted to define

modernism, the true meaning of the term has always eluded

description. Someone had to draw a line, and it turned out that

the art reviewers were the ones to do so. As a result,

Modernism is typically defined as the period from 1860 to

1970. Modernism, to put it simply, is a departure from the

conventional manner of art painting. It's an infused type of art

that draws from a variety of fields. Modernism was, in some

ways, a radical style of thinking among artists of the time, with

no constraints imposed by old methods

3 ART STYLES
YOU SHOULD 
KNOW

Impressionism: Impressionism is a late-nineteenth-century art

movement that began in Paris. Many reviewers were drawn to

Impressionism, but mostly for the wrong reasons. Thin brush

strokes, common and ordinary subjects, unique angles, and so

on are some of the characteristics of this painting style.

Impressionist painters used outdoor scenery and even streets

as their subjects.

Expressionism: This painting technique is intimately linked to the

human heart's emotions and sensations. This emotional

outpouring of the human heart is depicted through the eyes of a

subject. Expressionist paintings either portray the artist's

emotional condition or are designed to elicit an emotional

response from the audience. Jackson Pollock was a well-known

figure in the expressionist art movement. However, in most of his

well-known works, he barely used a brush to paint on the canvas.

His painting approach was to pour paint onto the canvas. Vincent

Van Gogh is another well-known expressionist artist.
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MEET ARTIST 
OF THE MONTH

NILA K 
AGE GROUP 1-5 YEARS
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SRINIKA K
AGE GROUP 6-10 YEARS

AHIL R
MONTHLY CHALLENGE

JAHNVI C
AGE GROUP 11-15 YEARS

AGNIBED
AGE GROUP 11-15  YEARS

JEEVIKA A
AGE GROUP 16-18 YEARS

SWARAA D
AGE GROUP 6-10  YEARS


